Antimicrobial

Alba

antimicrobial
• Maintains freshness

Cabana

Antique

There is sometimes a reticence among many healthcare professionals
to use antimicrobial fabrics in a hospital environment. This reticence is
caused by fears of the very phenomenon that initially created the resistant
microbe, namely, sub-lethal doses of antibiotic resulting in adaptive
organisms and immunity to the antimicrobial agent.

Why is it Unique?
Shieldplus can counter those concerns. It is a unique and enduring antimicrobial
treatment employed on all Panaz healthcare upholsteries and on selected print
basecloths for curtains.
TM

• Durable for the useful life
of the fabric
• Unmatched safety profile
• Will not leach into the
environment or transfer
to other articles or to the
skin no “zone of inhibition”
in lab tests
• No arsenic, heavy metals
or polychlorinated phenols
• Improved handle for fabrics
• Stops bacterial and fungal
growth - the major cause
of most fabric odour
problems
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It lasts and is effective for the life of the fabric
It does not wash out
It does not leach into the environment
It does not leach onto the skin
It stays on the fabric and remains effective
Curtain fabrics can be washed at thermal disinfection temperatures

The benefit of all the above is that it does not deplete and is therefore not known to
create adaptive organisms or create immunity to the agent.
It has the broadest reach of effectiveness – including the C Diff Spore!
and proven to be effective against Coronavirus.
• Effective immediately upon impact with the microbe
• It is more environmentally considerate than other antimicrobials such as
those containing metals such as silver and copper.

• Controls or eliminates
microbial staining and
deterioration
• Unparalleled safety profile
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Antimicrobial

Crackle Glaze

Cabana with Kilda

Kilda

How does it work?
antimicrobial

Unlike other antimicrobials, Shield is a non-leaching technology.
Almost all other antimicrobials (pesticides, fungicides, insecticides,
disinfectants, sanitizers) act by leaching into the air or dissolving in a liquid
to be absorbed by the microbe. Depending on the type of antimicrobial, the
active ingredient is either dissipated rapidly or over a period of time - but all
have a relatively short effective life.
Once inside the micro-organism conventional antimicrobials act by
chemically poisoning, disrupting the life process or causing lethal mutation.
The dosage is critical! Too little and the target organism is not controlled and
can adapt. Too much and other living things can be harmed. By contrast,
Shield Plus technology does not dissipate or leach. It is not absorbed by
microbes or any other living things. Instead, it acts by rupturing the cell
membrane of the micro-organism - when the microbe comes into DIRECT
contact with the antimicrobial.

This rupturing interrupts the normal life processes and destroys the cell. The
interruption is caused by two forces -the long chain chemical component and the
positively charged nitrogen component. The first can be compared to a “sword”, the
second to “electrocution”. Like a “sword”, the strength of ShieldplusTM is not used up
or diminished when it acts. It can be used over and over again.
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Antimicrobial

Darcy

Vintage

Highland

antimicrobial

Negatively charged micro-organisms
are attracted onto the positively
charged molecular coating Shieldplus.

Cell wall is pierced, killing the
microbe and preventing growth and
proliferation.

Shieldplus provides a safe and
optimal antimicrobial protection,
even after frequent cleaning.

The unique bonding and killing capacity of Shieldplus with its one-two punch, allows
it to effectively control an extremely broad spectrum of bacteria, fungi (mold, mildew
and yeast), algae and other one celled organisms.
Because it acts only on the membrane and does not lose strength over time, it
doesn’t create the condition which allow micro-organisms to adapt to its presence
or develop resistance. As conventional antimicrobials gradually lose strength from
normal leaching, new, resistant micro-organisms can develop.

Features:
• Maintains freshness
• Durable for the useful life of the fabric
• Unmatched safety profile
• Will not leach into the environment or transfer to other articles or to the skin - no
“zone of inhibition” in lab tests
• No arsenic, heavy metals or polychlorinated phenols
• Improved handle for fabrics
• Stops bacterial and fungal growth - the major cause of most fabric odour problems
• Controls or eliminates microbial staining and deterioration
• Unparalleled safety profile
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Antimicrobial

Highland

Gridz by David Fox
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Luxe Performance Velvet

